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Down Under Dive
Club
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September’s DUDC Monthly
Meeting is Wednesday, August 8th @ 7:00 p.m.
During hurricane season we often focus on being prepared and aware for emergencies. Our September program will focus on an important element of diving
emergency preparedness, being aware of local hyperbaric care. In July, St. Mary's
Medical Center announced it was terminating emergency hyperbaric treatment.
When you are diving in Jupiter or West Palm Beach, do you know where the closest chamber is? Our meeting will be held at the area's newest chamber...located
right here in Brevard. Hyperbaric Medical Director Michael Ott, MD will provide an
overview of hyperbaric medicine and take us through a tour of the chamber. Dr.
Ott is board-certified in Internal Medicine, Pulmonary Medicine, Critical Care
Medicine, and in Undersea & Hyperbaric Medicine. He trained at Wake Forest
University and Mayo Clinic. He also trained as a Diving Medical Officer for NOAA.
Dr. Ott is a diving instructor, technical diver and loves to lobster hunt. The chamber is located at 5191 Babcock Street in Palm Bay, phone# is 321-837-1995. Step
one in your plan....save information in your GPS, PDA, cell phone and dive log
and we'll see you at the chamber on 09/12.
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The September Meeting is being held at 5191 Babcock
Street in Palm Bay.

DUDC Event & Activity Calendar

Event

Time

Member's Cost

Coordinator
Phone # / E-mail

DUDC Club
Meeting

Wednesday,
9/12/2007
@ 7:00 p.m

Free

Bill Allen

DUDC Annual Keys Trip

September 22-23

TBA

Michael Wheat

DUDC Board Meeting

Tuesday, 9/25/2007
@ 7 p.m.

Free

WPB Dive
Sandy’s Sunday

Saturday, 10/6/2007
@ 8 am

$55 + tanks

Rochelle Hood

DUDC Club
Meeting Indian River Lagoon House

Wednesday,
10/10/2007
@ 7:00 p.m

Free

Bill Allen

Pompano Club Dive

Saturday,
10/20/2007 @ 9 am

TBA

Michael Wheat

DUDC Board Meeting

Tuesday,
Free
10/23/2007 @ 7 p.m.

DUDC Club
Meeting Indian River Lagoon House

Wednesday,
11/14/2007
@ 7:00 p.m

Free

Bill Allen

Jupiter Club Dive

Saturday,
11/17/2007 @ 9 am

$50 pp + tanks

Michael Wheat

DUDC Board Meeting

Tuesday,
Free
11/27/2007 @ 7 p.m.

info@downunderdiveclub.com

michael@downunderdiveclub.com
Contact any Board Member to
Attend
321-506-1493
(rhood@downunderdiveclub.com)

info@downunderdiveclub.com

michael@downunderdiveclub.com

Contact any Board Member to
Attend
info@downunderdiveclub.com

michael@downunderdiveclub.com

Contact any Board Member to
Attend

Cancellation Policy for Club Sponsored Dives: Deposits will be refunded with 2 weeks notice of the
scheduled event or with a paid replacement divers. Refunds of money paid after the 2 week cancellation
period is subject to board approval. All requests for refunds after this period MUST be made in writing.
Money and deposits are refunded when dives are cancelled by the Charter or DUDC.
ALL DIVES MUST BE PAID PRIOR TO THE DAY OF THE DIVE.
(This calendar is tentative and subject to change.)
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President’s Message – September 2007
MEETING LOCATION CHANGE FOR THIS MONTH!!!!
A quick reminder to everyone. We will be meeting at the Wound Management and Hyperbaric
Chamber for our September meeting at 7pm. This is the new chamber in Melbourne and the
GREAT news is that they DO treat divers. I hope none of us ever need the service, but it is wonderful news to know that local treatment options are now available. With the West Palm Chamber closing to divers two months ago, you had to go to either Orlando or Miami for treatment. The facility is
located at 5191 Babcock Street in Palm Bay. I suggest you check out the website for driving directions. Under the main menu there is a selection for “Maps”. From there you can select the chamber. If you enter your starting address, it will give you driving directions to the chamber! Dr. Ott has
a special evening in store for us as he will be showing off his new facility!
Also, please note that in October, we will be returning to the Lagoon House and resuming our normal monthly meetings.
Plans for the Little Cayman trip have been coming together quickly. We have sold out the original
16 slots, but I was able to grab another 6 spaces when another club released them just a few
weeks ago. So if you are still interested, please let me know ASAP, as we will be starting to make
travel arrangement here in the near future. If you sign up after our initial airline booking, there is no
guarantee that you will be able to travel with the main group and the price is sure to be higher.
I am also still in the planning stages of putting together a return trip to Bonaire next year. Right now
I am targeting late October for the trip. Although I have to wait until November until price and packages are set for that time frame. Although, at this time I expect much the same as we have had the
last two years. Keep me posted if this is something that you are interested in. We will need a minimum of 10-12 people before we can put the trip together with the group rates and benefits.
September also brings our annual Key’s trip. We have a few slots left and we need to finalize the
bookings right after the next meeting.
The board has been very active over the last few months and lots of ideas are being expressed on
ways to continue to improve and strengthen the club. But as always, we need YOUR feedback and
involvement. So please, if you have any suggestions or comments. Please contact myself or any
other board meeting and pass along your thoughts.

See you down under!
Michael Wheat
michael@downunderdiveclub.com
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JUPITER DIVE FEST – 2007 (JDF-07)
Location: Jupiter, FL
Date: August 25, 2007
Charter: Jupiter Dive Center
Author: Bob Carmichael
A late planning start limited somewhat the activity normally associated with the annual JDF! By the time we committed to a
date, Jupiter Dive Center had no seats available on the AM
dive so we were limited to the afternoon and night dives. Several folks bowed out after that but we still had a great group of
dedicated divers ready for JDF-07 on 25 Aug.
All divers met at Jupiter Dive Center about noon for the first
dive. We were on the Republic IV with a congenial
crowd, but not too crowded! Seas were all of 2 feet or less
and the sun was beating down warmly on us as we headed out
the flat inlet, anticipating a great afternoon of diving.
First stop was the venerable Area 51, intriguing as always. Vis
was magnificent; Tom Butler said it was the best he had ever
seen in that area! It was a great start for JDF. Two individuals
with us were new to diving with the Club, Angela Lawrence
and Lloyd Anderson and both seemed fit in nicely with all the
regulars. I hope to see them
more on Club dives. We saw a nice loggerhead on the first dive and I
swam along with him for several minutes before he took the elevator
up and I decided to stay a little longer. On that dive we also saw several sharks cruising the sea floor right off
the reef. And, when Tom B and I headed
toward the top of the reef we ran into a
nice size Goliath!
The next dive was at Spadefish point.
Viz was not as good, but still very acceptable. Lots of fish schools
holding close to the reef away from any feeders! Jeri Curley, of course,
got some great pics she will share with us soon. Tom Croonquist continued to enjoy the great diversity of fish on this reef.
After the second dive we headed back to the dock and two long time club members reprimanded
the dive coordinator, yours truly, for not bringing along the Oreo’s, a club tradition that had fallen by
the wayside some time back. I told them to use their imagination on the pineapple I brought, but I
don’t think they were very imaginative!
When we returned to dock, Capt Mike told us we could leave our gear onboard because he was
taking us back out for the dusk and night dive! Bill Allen was there waiting for us in his big new
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(Continued from page 4)

shiny SUV. Sure looked nice. Tom B and I ran (walked
quickly) followed by Tom C and Jeri to the nearby Dune
Doggers restaurant. Had a good, quick, if not large, meal
and headed back to find Capt Mike tapping his feet waiting
on us. We headed out with some minor rain showers in progress and some distant thunder and lightening.
The first dive was at dusk on Loggerhead Reef and sure
enough we saw at least one loggerhead. After a 5 minute
wrestling match I drug a good sized lobster out of his liar and was already tasting tomorrow’s dinner
when I turned him over and discovered him was an egg-laden her! I was disappointed to return her
to her liar, but I dutifully did so!! Another beautiful dive ended all too soon and we re-boarded the
Republic IV for an uneventful SI, except for Margie Young
and Marcia Barnes still whining about the Oreos’!
Next dive was another beautiful night dive with lots of fluorescence in the water. It was neat to turn your light off and wave
your arms in the water or turn around and look at your fins as
you finned through the water. Saw a couple of sharks cruising the reef. The dive seemed to end all too soon.
On the way back to the dock I cut up the Oreos/pineapple
and we feasted on them/it! And, started planning the next dive. Stand by for a real dive fest next
August. We will plan early and adequately and there will be room for all that want to join us on this
pre-Keys trip prep!

Surface Markers (again)
Over the past couple of years, I’ve written a couple articles for the newsletter about Surface Markers Buoys (SMB). This month a diver on the charter I was on was hit by another charter boat during
his safety stop. The propeller on the boat made some nasty gashes on his aluminum tank, and it
broke the BC’s tank band. Fortunately for the diver, he only had a bruised wrist. He’s lucky to be
alive.
What were the conditions that day? It was an afternoon dive, and we were having the standard afternoon thunderstorms. It had started to rain, and two foot seas were a little choppy. So, the visibility on the surface was not that good. Bubbles were hard to see with the rain hitting the water. Plus,
there were three charters in the same area, and all three groups of divers surfaced all about the
same time. So, there were divers popping up everywhere.
If this diver would have had an SMB on the surface while hanging at his safety stop, he would have
been much more visible to the boat captain.
I’m a strong advocate for using a SMB during a drift dive. I launch mine from depth, and I use it to
control my ascent to the surface. While at my 15’ safety stop, I use it to hang on.
A. Audet
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Who told the lobster that they were in season??
Location: Boynton Beach, FL
Date: August 18, 2007
Charter: Splashdown Divers
Author: Michael Wheat

Okay… Someone let the secret out of the bag and told the Lobster that they are back on the menu. For the day, we only saw
one lobster and it was a female. But a funny thing happened
while we were striking out in the lobster department… we had
two TERRIFIC dives! Funny how life works out that way sometimes.

We spent the day diving with Splashdown Divers. This was our
first club dive with this outfit. It was a little over packed for our
liking (22 divers). But what can you expect when conditions
have been as great as they have been lately. But one thing I
did not expect was the fellow male diver (not from our club) that
had pink nail polish on his toe nails. Maybe there is a new fashion trend I am missing. Or hey… Maybe it makes you a better
diver! But overall, it was a well run dive trip. We have ALL
heard the same jokes during boat and dive briefings. But on
this day, the DM was GREAT. He had us rolling in the aisles and actually provided VERY good briefings. On the trip we had Bill Allen, Rochelle Hood, John Dockendorf, Jeri Curley, Deveney
Stenger, Hank Green, Rick Halcomb, Diane Bryant, Terry Peterman, Bob Jensen, Barry Pina,
and of course myself.
The first dive was a wreck called “Captain Tony”. While looking for something new to do for a club
trip, I run across this wreck. My research lead to nothing but good reports on her. She is a 170 foot
freighter that sits in 80 feet of water. That is really almost an ideal size and depth for a wreck. She
was just big enough that you could explore all of her on a single tank. She presents a lot of penetration opportunities and has a lot of growth on her that draws in the marine life. She was a little torn up
by the 2004 hurricanes; as much of her wheel house had been ripped apart. But everything below was
still intact. For our dive this day, conditions were pretty average for this wreck. The current was mildly
strong and visibility was about 60 feet.
The wreck itself was VERY enjoyable. Everyone with cameras was finding plenty of photo opportunities inside and out of the wreck. I even found Diane making her way down the outside of the ship. At
first I thought she was caught in the current and trying to get back. So I swam down to her, only to find
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

that she was having a great time peering into the portholes. That lady has some pretty good legs to
fight the current. I was kicking pretty hard just to keep up with her :-) Of course we had Bob Jensen;
who was right above us but inside the structure, safely avoiding
the current. I could see in his eyes that he was just wondering
what those two fools where doing. Okay, so having a 1000+
dives under your belt has its advantages!
After burning a couple hundred pounds coming to the UNNEEDED rescue of Diane, I thought I would quit trying to out
swim the women on this dive and headed back to the boys.
From there, Bill Allen and I cruised the interior hull. Both ends
provided penetration opportunities. The bow just had a little
room with a table in it, but the stern had direct access to the engine room. Bill and I peeked our
heads in, but nearly had them taken off as a HUGE jew fish decided to dart by us. Here is another
point showing that women are smarter then men. What do us two fools do… chase him baby :-) I
enter the room, turned right and followed him to a corner. Bill heads a little straight before also turning right. Now we had a 300+ pound fish backed into a corner with no exit and we are both shining
our lights on him. Then right behind us comes the next Darwin
Award candidate – Rick. Three guys in a tight space with a HUGE
cornered fish. At this point, with our groups collective of brain cells,
we decide this probably isn’t the best idea in the world. So we
turned and headed out – taking time to explore the engine room.
See ladies.. every once in awhile – we actually do something smart!
Up on top with the remnants of the wheel house, I found an interesting artifact of the wreck. Now I don’t know why… but I see these all the time on ship wrecks. Sitting
pretty and ready for use was a toilet! Don’t the people who sink these wrecks know that is what we
use wet suites for! But for some reason, I always have to take a picture of them :-)
We spent the rest of the dive doing some more exploring inside and out of the wreck. I did dip down
into the sand to take a picture of the props. But none of the pictures turned out worth a darn. I really
need a better camera, because I am SURE it could not have been the fault of the idiot behind the
lens :-)
After a nice relaxing surface interval where we spent much
of the time trying to figure out who would look best in pink
toe nail polish, we decided to go ahead and do another
dive. You know the old saying – it is a dirty job, but someone has to do it.
So the captain took us over to a site called Gulf Stream
Ledges. Personally, I love this site. I’ve done it several
times and always find interesting things.
On this boat; and it seems EVERY boat south of West Palm, you break into groups and carry your
(Continued on page 8)
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own flag. We paired up the lobster hunters, the photographers, and everyone else who didn’t want to
carry a lot of junk on their dives.
For our group (me, Jeri, Rochelle, and Bill) – Bill Allen
agreed to carry the flag (thanks again buddy). Almost
as soon as we hit the sand, a nice sized nurse shark
swam by. I was hoping he would dip under a ledge,
but no luck as he preferred the distant sand. But that
was okay, there was plenty more on to see on this
dive. Every time you turned around we seemed to run
into another large school of grunts. The marine life
was VERY plentiful on this dive and had a lot of variety.
The coolest part of the dive and one of my best dive
experiences ever happened about half way through the dive. Drifting along I found a little Goldentail
eel. I stopped and took a ton of pictures of him (see first picture at the top of the article). After
spending several minutes taking HIS picture, I guess he decided it was his turn to check ME OUT.
He actually swam out of his little crevice and headed right towards me. I just FROOZE! The next
thing I knew, he is swimming right up to my face mask and staring me in the eyes. At this point, I am
just transfixed and hardly moving. This only lasted a few moments, and he quickly headed back to
his little hiding spot, but swam right down my arm as he left.
At this point I am just giddy and having a blast underwater. I catch up with the rest of the group and
find that Bill is doing an OUTSTANDING job of spotting interesting fish. He found a neat little juvenile
spotted drum and a large Scorpion fish. We continued to drift along until it was about time to head up
when we ran into a pack of about 30 squid. I had just about missed them as I was looking under a
ledge, but as I turned they were right behind me. I tried to get my camera back out to take some
good shots, but by the time I was ready, they were already too far away to get a decent shot. I knew
I would get screamed at once back on the boat, but I stayed an extra ten minutes and just enjoyed
watching them out in the sand.
While the group didn’t take home any lobster, we were treated to an OUTSTANDING day above and
below the water. After getting back, Hank suggested a restaurant within walking distance to the dive
shop called the Banana House (or something like that). Good food and GREAT COMPANY is always the perfect way to finish off a day on the water! Thanks for coming out everyone and I hope to
see you in the Key’s next month!
Until Next Time – See you Down Under!
Michael Wheat
Michael@downunderdiveclub.com
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Blue Heron Dive and BBQ, Sept 1, 2007
We had a great day. A total of about 23 people showed up for the
gathering, 18 plus divers.
We (me and Bobbi) did get to the bridge very early but a little off
mark. We got there at 7:30, shortly followed by Deveney and Kevin.
When we got there Mike was waiting on us. He had been there for a
while. He got there so early he headed over to Rivera Beach and
talked to several Dive Boat Captains and followed that by heading
to Force E's tent sale.
Well anyway, much to my surprise, the parking lot didn't fill up. Almost every diver was able to park right by the showers.
Viz and weather was great. We followed the noon dive with a cookout, everyone had a side dish and it was great. Several hard cores
made the trek to Lauderdale but me and Bobbi passed.
Enjoy the pics and you'll notice that there is one that has nothing to
dive with diving. I just thought it so stupid I wanted to share it with
you all.
yes, work still sucks...
See ya,
Tom C.
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As any dive this dive was better than being at work. The conditions were a little rough for Lauderdale Beach Diving but still a easy dive compared to most beach entries we have around here.
Waves were about 2 feet, swales up to three feet, which
is huge for South Florida. Temp 86 and viz about 30
feet, with a never ending underwater surge, even out at
the second reef.
We made the trip from Melbourne, 9 of us, 8 from Down
Under Dive Club. We met at Bobbis' house at 5am and
were on the road by 5:30. It was the standard group of hardcores, Me, Mike, Bobbi, Debi, Jeri, Kayla, Marvin and Joe (both
new members) and a guest by the nickname of H2, I am still
wondering where the "O" is…
Kayla and H2, youngsters, only snorkeled while the rest of adventured into the water. A great dive with most of us getting 90
minutes bottom time. The surge and waves proved to be a little
much and we canceled the second dive. We made a few stops
on the way home, checked out Blue Heron with the thought of
another dive there but the Tide Goodness wasn't on our side.
After lunch at the Brass Ring we made the trek home through
the typical afternoon downpours of South Florida.
The locals said it has been flat as a lake and crystal clear for
weeks, only to get blown out by the SE Winds late Friday. As I said yesterday,
that only means we need to start diving more on Fridays.
What a great way to spend the day, better than yard work…
Enjoy the pics and as always, remember…
Work Sucks, I'm going diving.
See ya,
Tom C.
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$ 2 5 0 D e p o si t
to r e se r v e
S lo t!

Little Cayman
June 21-28
2008
ONLY
$1499 +
airfare
Come dive what is WIDELY regarded as the best Wall diving
in the world!

•

•
•

8 Days/7 Nights @ Little
Cayman Beach Resort
17 Boat Dives
Unlimited Shore Diving

•
•
•

Includes 3 FULL meals a day
Air tanks included
Transfers and Taxes

Experience coral canyons and sand
chutes that lead you through the pristine deep blue waters out to the outer
walls which plunge 6000 feet down.
These exhilarating walls are covered
with brightly hued sponges, corals and
sea fans.
Average summer water temps are in
the mid 80’s and water clarify can
reach up to 200 feet. It is said that
more underwater photographs are
taken in the Cayman Islands than anywhere else in the Caribbean!
The Caymans’ trademark turtles are a
common sight and eagle rays, angelfish, reef sharks and grouper count
among the 500 species that habitat the
island reefs.

Rodales Rankings for Little Cayman (based on readers feedback)
#1 Top Wall Diving in Caribbean
#1 Healthiest Marine Environment
#2 Best Destination for Advanced Diving
#3 Best Destination for Underwater Photography
For information or to sign up—contact:
Michael Wheat
Michael@downunderdiveclub.com
(321) 543-7758
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The Down Under Dive Club is located in Melbourne on the sunny east
central coast of Florida. Formed in 1984 by a group of enthusiastic divers,
DUDC currently has about 100 members. Our mission is to promote safe,
organized dive events, provide a social setting comfortable to everyone, and
encourage environmental responsibility among the diving community. Our
past dives have covered the Atlantic ocean, from Georgia to Bonaire. We
organize all types of dives: drift dives, wreck dives, shore dives, liveaboards, spring dives, and even shark dives! Our members include a diverse group of divers. There are men, women and kids, ages from 11 to
65+ with all certification levels from new Open Water divers to Instructors.
Meetings are held on the 2nd Wednesday of every month at 7:00 PM at the
Indian River Lagoon House, Located just south of University Blvd. on US1
in Melbourne. Door prizes are awarded each month and we book a fascinating assortment of guest speakers. We invite everyone interested in SCUBA
diving to stop by for some stimulating conversation, meet our group, and
have some fun! If you have any questions, you can E-mail us at
info@downunderdiveclub.com

Board of Directors
President :

Michael Wheat

mwheat@downunderdiveclub.com

Vice President:

Rochelle Hood

rhood@downunderdiveclub.com

Treasurer

Bob Carmichael

bcarmichael@downunderdiveclub.com

Secretary:

John Dockendorf

jdockendorf@downunderdiveclub.com

Membership:

Bill Allen

ballen@downunderdiveclub.com

Safety Officer:

Dale Purchase

dpurchase@downunderdiveclub.com

Dive Coordinator:

Tom Croonquist

tjcroonquist@downunderdiveclub

Debi Buck

dbuck@downunderdiveclub.com

727-1028

MEMBERS AT
LARGE:
Newsletter Editor:
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